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About UsAt LiquidX, we invest and acquire the greatest innovative companies, helping

teams deliver their milestones on time, through proven operational experience and

financing.We specialize in creating long-term value for the stakeholders of the companies

we invest or acquire, by building unique gaming and community experiences, combining

graphics and storylines with top-notch innovative technologies, such as blockchain and

artificial intelligence.As we invest and acquire more companies, we’re always looking for

innovative, hungry, driven, and experienced leaders to join either LiquidX or our portfolio

of companies.Job Description Involving in the whole software development lifecycle, from

requirements analysis, test planning, test execution, and defect tracking until product

delivery, live operations and maintenance; Collaborating and working  with cross-functional

teams such as software engineers, product managers, user experience designers, and

others to assist and feedback on design, optimization, and implementation; Contributing to

test automation efforts by designing, developing, and maintaining automated test scripts

using relevant testing frameworks; Setting up and managing  test environments

(JavaScript/TypeScript,, EVM based L1/L2s, Postmant, Unity, Unreal, etc.); Creating detailed,

comprehensive, and well-structured test plans and test cases; Performing black-box testing,

white-box testing, security testing, automated testing scripts, performance testing, and other

testing of product quality on various platforms; Exploring the latest technology and

constantly improving the testing process, testing methodologies, and efficiency of the team;

Being a voice for quality, stability, and security in our product development and release

processes; and Any other related ad-hoc tasks as assigned. Having 3+ years as a QA
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Engineer in an environment with multiple ongoing projects Interest in Web3: Have

demonstrable Web3 experience or interest in Web3; Technologies: Comfort with picking up new

technological tools across frontend, backend, platform, and blockchains Communication: Have

strong communication skills to align between both internal and external stakeholders Team

player: Have a desire to take ownership of projects and work with a team that is highly

driven to push them through 
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